


First Class Taxis Pty Ltd thanks the interested parties for their submissions to this 

Notification (N95824). It is clearly evident that those parties that have followed this 

Notification and the previous Notification (N95566) have an understanding of the issues 

relating to the Criteria. The public benefits of Transparency, Accountability and Quality 

Control are reliant upon the EFTPOS Processing Services, bank account deposit and 

Transaction Reports requested in the Criteria. 

The ATDA has raised concerns regarding the apparent misleading of the ACCC regarding 

EFTPOS transaction flows. At all times First Class Taxis has been open, transparent and 

explained in full the EFTPOS Transaction Process and Bailment Agreement Commission Basis 

arrangements. I will clarify for all interested parties the process by which First Class Taxis is 

paid the EFTPOS Transaction Funds. 

There are two distinct ways to Bail a taxicab to a Bailee (Driver). See Attachment #1 

1) SET PAY IN: This process requires the Bailee to provide to the Bailor (Operator) an 

up-front payment prior to taking the taxi cab for the shift from the taxi depot. The 

Operator has already determined a set price for the shift and all money generated 

above this set pay in amount is income generated for the Bailee. This arrangement 

insulates the Operator from any downturn in Bailee shift income. The Queensland 

Department of Transport & Main Roads (TMR) has legislated against the use of set 

pay in for Bailees with under 12 months continuous taxi driving experience. 

2) COMMISSION BASIS: This process requires the Bailee to provide at the end of the 

driving shift a detailed report of ALL income generated. This income includes all cash, 

vouchers, council cab runs, school runs, EFTPOS Transactions, metered amounts and 

off the meter (quote) amounts etc. The commission rates vary depending upon 

Bailment Agreements. First Class Taxis operates a 45% Bailee/ 55% Bailor with the 

Bailor responsible for all running costs e.g. fuel, comprehensive insurance, 

registration, mechanical expenses. As the L.E.K Queensland Taxi Industry Review 

Policy explains a Commission Basis ensures “the operator has a stake in the driver’s 

performance in each shift” and a “Commissions arrangements ensure drivers and 

operators both take a fair share”. 

The Commission Basis has always been and will continue to be First Class Taxis business 

model basis. All Bailee’s at First Class Taxis operate under the Commission Basis. 

From the Interested Parties responses it is apparent that they may not be aware of the 

Queensland TMR legislative requirements regarding set pay in. They may also be unaware of 

the Bailment Commission Basis arrangement, which First Class Taxis operates under. This is 

stipulated in the First Class Taxis Bailment Agreement.  



The set pay in arrangement means that the Operator has payment up front and as such 

there would be no requirement for this Notification. The in vehicle EFTPOS Transaction in 

this Bailment arrangement would be between 2 parties, the customer and the Bailee.  

Under the Commission Basis the in vehicle EFTPOS Transaction is between 3 parties, the 

customer, the Bailee (45% commission) and the Bailor (55% commission). The Bailor has 

every right to have access to their 55% commission generated by the Bailee during the 

driving shift, as the Bailee has every right to access their 45% commission for all in vehicle 

transactions.  

The ATDA has alleged First Class Taxis appears to have misled the ACCC regarding EFTPOS 

Transaction flows. First Class Taxis has clearly explained the EFTPOS Transaction Process and 

EFTPOS Payment Process to the ACCC. For all interested parties, I will explain the process 

that occurs on the Gold Coast and in particular how the flow of EFTPOS Transactions get 

processed into First Class Taxi bank accounts. 

In Vehicle Transaction 

At the completion of the journey, the metered fared or quoted fare (meter not 

activated) can be processed via an EFTPOS Terminal. The passenger is given a copy of 

the EFTPOS Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice. The Bailee Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice 

from the EFTPOS Transaction is printed for verification, reconciliation, storage, fraud 

investigation and ATO / TMR auditing. This Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice specifies Taxi 

Cab Number, Driver Authority (DA) Number, and Driver ABN. Fare amount, GST, Date 

and Time. See Attachment #2 

End of Shift Report 

At the end of the Bailee shift the Bailee signs out of the EFTPOS Terminal. An “End of 

Shift” report or total is printed from the EFTPOS Terminal. This contains a printed history 

of ALL EFTPOS Transactions that have occurred during the Bailee shift. See Attachment 

#3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bailee Changeover Pay In Arrangement 

First Class Taxis has a 24/7 fleet operation. Management has established the process 

that all Bailee shift changeovers are done at our purposely built and staffed taxi depot. 

The Bailee at the shift completion returns to the First Class Taxis depot and enters in to 

the driver pay in computer a breakdown of the shift income. First Class Taxis uses the 

efficient and highly accredited computer operating program TaxiCab Manager. The 

Bailee submits all income details (meter totals, off meter quote totals, Council Cab 

totals, school run totals, EFTPOS Transaction “End of Shift Report” etc.).  

The program also requires the Bailee to enter all expenses incurred in the shift (fuel 

purchased off-site, car cleaning etc).  

The TaxiCab Manager program determines the Bailee/Bailor Bailment commission rates. 

The program also determines Bailee GST, Insurance and PAYG obligations. See 

Attachment #4. 

EFTPOS Transaction Supplier Payments 

First Class Taxis already has 2 EFTPOS Suppliers. One Supplier deposits the EFTPOS 

Transaction Funds (EFTPOS Fare amounts plus EFTPOS Commission amounts) directly 

into a bank account nominated by First Class Taxis twice per week. The other Supplier 

deposits the money into a clearing account with Gold Coast Cabs (Regent Taxis Pty Ltd) 

twice per week. Gold Coast Cabs forwards the complete EFTPOS Transaction Funds to 

First Class Taxis once per week on a Tuesday night. 

It is very important for all interested parties and the ACCC to understand that the 

Transaction Funds transferred into the First Class Taxis bank account is an in arrears 

payment. They are for transactions that have occurred several days prior.  

The business arrangement that First Class Taxis uses is that all Bailees are paid ALL 

monies owed to them at the end of their shift. This means that if a Bailee has generated 

more than their 45% Bailment Commission in non-cash (e.g. vouchers, EFTPOS etc) then 

First Class Taxis will in fact owe the Bailee money for the shift. See Attachment #5 

This negative amount is paid to the Bailee at their end of shift in cash. As such they leave 

our taxi depot at their end of shift paid FULLY up to date ALL income they have earned 

as a Bailee for the shift. First Class Taxis believe this is the fairest and industry best 

practice arrangement for the Bailee. First Class Taxis has been using this system for over 

17 years. The major benefit for the Bailee is they do not having to wait for the EFTPOS 

Transaction fare amounts to clear prior to receiving reimbursement. This end of shift 

Bailee payment process is an added incentive to be a Bailee at First Class Taxis. 

 



Since First Class Taxis is only paid once per week by Gold Coast Cabs and twice per week 

from our other EFTPOS Supplier then that amount is an in arrears amount. This means 

that First Class Taxis is actually paying the Bailee before the money is cleared and 

deposited into the First Class Taxis bank account.  

The EFTPOS Transaction Commission is forwarded on to the taxi licence owner for 

licences that are under First Class Taxis management. 

The overall value of EFTPOS transactions are increasing and First Class Taxis actually has 

had to increase its allocation of money from our own company bank accounts into the 

bank account designated for Bailee pay outs to provide for this. 

As society progresses to a more electronic payment situation (less cash) the Bailee’s shift 

income will continually change from being a cash situation today (EFTPOS today 

represents approx. 30-60% of bailee income) to being a complete EFTPOS Transaction 

situation in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



First Class Taxis appreciates the opportunity to address the specific issues raised by the 

Interested Parties. 

1) First Class Taxis Pty Ltd clarifies that using the term “non-cash payment systems” 

means the ability to accept and process bank debit cards (i.e. EFTPOS cards) and 

credit cards, and it will not be necessary that the terminal be capable of accepting 

and processing Cabcharge and other non-cash cards. 

2) The Criteria requirement to “acquire EFTPOS facilities only from a supplier approved 

by First Class Taxis” does not prevent a Bailee from using a second or any number of 

EFTPOS Terminals in a taxi cab should they choose so, provided that EFTPOS 

Terminal Supplier satisfies the Criteria. As explained in previous correspondence 

there is taxicab vehicles already within the First Class Taxis fleet that have 2 

independent and separate EFTPOS Terminals. This Criteria does not exclude the 

Bailee from having a third EFTPOS Terminal but the applicable EFTPOS Terminal 

Supplier must satisfy the Criteria.  

3) The “Account” 

a) “Account” is an authorised deposit taking institution (bank, credit union or 

building society) account. 

b) First Class Taxis is responsible for creating and maintaining the bank account 

associated with the EFTPOS Transaction Funds, including all fees etc. This has 

been the practice for the past 17 years of the company existence. 

c) First Class Taxis will be the authority to access the account and be the signatory 

to the account associated with the EFTPOS Transaction Funds. 

d) The dispute resolution process is the one outlined by the L.E.K TMR Taxi Industry 

Review Policy Considerations.  QCAT and /or Office of Fair Trading are the 

existing legislative avenues for dispute resolution. See Attachment #6 

e) Bailee protection in the event of the account holder entering administration. As 

previously explained First Class Taxis pays out ALL Bailee commission at the end 

of Bailee shift. The EFTPOS Transaction Funds are paid to First Class Taxis in 

arrears. If First Class Taxis enters administration during a Bailees shift then the 

EFTPOS Transaction Funds will be paid to the administrator in the following 

EFTPOS payment cycle as per standard payment practice. As the Bailee generates 

the money it is not available for the Administrator and goes directly to the Bailee 

for commission (45%) settlement. At worst the Bailee will have to wait for the 

next EFTPOS payment cycle in a few days. 

 



4) The information that MUST be included in the EFTPOS Transaction Reports 

(Receipt/Tax Invoice) and Payment Report to satisfy the Criteria.  

The Bailee is required by the ATO to be registered for GST. “Taxi drivers must be 

registered for GST regardless of GST turnover” See Attachment 7.  

Because the Bailee is required to register for GST then they must also have an 

Australian Business Number (ABN) “However if you are required to register for GST, 

you will need to apply for an ABN as well” see attachment #8. 

 First Class Taxis Criteria requires that the EFTPOS Terminal print a Transaction 

Receipt/Tax Invoice that contains the same information as required by the Victorian 

Department of Transport (VDT) and the ATO for Tax Invoice compliance. 

Victorian Transport (Taxi-Cabs) Regulation 2005. See Attachment #9 

43. Payment of fares and additional charges 

(5) The driver of a taxicab must ensure that the receipt is legible and contains the 

following- 

(a) The signature of the driver; (First Class Taxis will accept Drivers Authority 

Number DA) 

(b) The number of the taxi-cab; 

 (c) The number of the driver’s certificate of the driver; (DA Number) 

 (d) All items which make up the fare and any additional rates and charges; 

 (e) The total amount paid; 

 (f) The date of the payment. 

ATO Tax Invoice Requirements. See Attachment #10 

(a) The sellers identity; (First Class Taxis will accept Drivers Authority Number DA) 

(b) The sellers Australian Business Number (ABN) 

(c) The date the tax invoice was issued 

(d) Brief description of the items sold, including the quantity and and price of what is 

sold.  

(e) The GST amount payable in relation to the sale 

The only additional requirement that First Class Taxis specifies for Criteria acceptance is an 

actual time of Transaction.  



See Attachment #2 shows examples of acceptable EFTPOS Terminal Transaction 

Receipts/Tax Invoices with the applicable transaction time. These same attachments have 

been supplied in previous correspondence to the ACCC. 

As part of the Notification (N95824) First Class Taxis submitted the ATO Taxation Ruling 

96/11 Record Keeping-Taxi Industry. Clearly this ruling determines the responsibility for ATO 

record keeping and accountability lies with the taxi operator not the Bailee. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



First Class Taxis would like to clarify some points raised by the interested parties. 

1) First Class Taxis Notification does not eliminate Bailee choice. The Criteria only 

requires the Bailee to agree that ALL EFTPOS Transaction Funds (excluding bailee 

commissions, rebates and incentives) be deposited into a bank account in 

conjunction with First Class Taxis. This means all commission, rebates, incentives etc 

that are provided to the Bailee from the EFTPOS Supplier will go into a completely 

separate bank account as designated by the Bailee. This account would NOT be 

controlled or administered by First Class Taxis. This would be the total responsibility 

of the Bailee. This action means that the Bailee can generate income via the 

commissions; rebates, incentives etc and First Class Taxis will have no control over 

these amounts. First Class Taxis has never wanted to control this Bailee income 

stream. 

2) Several EFTPOS Suppliers already have in place a system whereby they can split fare 

+ commission payments between the Operator and Drivers. (Verified by Supplier 

Websites and Promotional Material). 

3) Several EFTPOS Suppliers already have in place a system whereby Online account 

access is available to view consolidated transaction reporting.  

4) Contrary to ATDA comments most EFTPOS Suppliers already have a mandatory 

requirement that the Drivers Log In to their EFTPOS Terminals with Driver Authority 

(DA) number and ABN. These are printed on the Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice 

(Verified by Supplier Websites and Promotional Material). 

5) Most EFTPOS Suppliers already have on their receipt the time of EFTPOS transaction 

for reconciliation and verification.  

6) This Criteria has no effect on the ability of the Bailees rights to negotiate a no or 

reduced commission basis on EFTPOS Services. 

7) The Bailee can have whatever EFTPOS commission structure they negotiate with 

their EFTPOS Supplier. That agreement is between the Bailee and the EFTPOS 

Supplier. First Class Taxis has no intention of interfering with this type of 

determination. The Bailee will have a direct relationship with the EFTPOS Supplier on 

this matter. 

8) The Bailee will receive in full all commissions, rebates and incentives that they have 

negotiated with their EFTPOS Supplier.  

9) The ATDA has justified their objection to this Notification in the interests of Taxi 

Drivers, around Australia. Nothing in this Notification restricts Bailees from 

negotiating EFTPOS commission rates with EFTPOS Suppliers. The Criteria is set for 

the public benefits of Transparency, Accountability and Quality Control. 



PUBLIC BENEFIT 
The Public Benefit comes from having; 

1) Transparency  

2) Accountability 

3) Quality Control 

TRANSPARENCY 

The Transparency of the EFTPOS Transaction can be used to the benefit of the Public, the 

Bailor and the Bailee. 

(1) Public Benefit 

The taxi passengers as members of the public will benefit from a Transparent EFTPOS 

Transaction. The Criteria requires the EFTPOS Terminal to process the end of journey fare. 

The Criteria also requires certain Taxi Industry specific requirements on the Transaction 

Receipt/Tax Invoice. These industry specific requirements are designed specifically for the 

taxi industry, which is operating 24 hours a day 365 days a year. The Criteria is designed to 

accommodate multiple Bailees operating in multiple taxi cabs with various changeover 

times and a multitude of journey pick up and drop off points, with a variety of payment 

options. These industry specific requirements ensure Transparency at the commencement 

of the EFTPOS Transaction process. 

The Criteria specific for the Taxi Industry are Driver Authority (DA) Number, Driver ABN, Taxi 

Cab Number and time. When combined with the ATO requirements of date, fare amount 

and GST then a fully Transparent Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice is created for the public.  

These fundamental Criteria requirements will allow First Class Taxis when combined with 

the GPS vehicle tracking and MT Data Vehicle Trip Report (See Attachment # 11) to reconcile 

all in vehicle EFTPOS Transactions. The fare amount will allow an accurate comparison based 

on tariff rates, pick up and drop off location when analysed with the GPS Vehicle Tracking 

route. 

This unique Taxi Industry identifiable data allows the public to have confidence that the 

EFTPOS Terminal and Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice contain all the details needed to 

justify a Transparent transaction in the taxi-operating environment. 

 

 

 



Transparency occurs by supplying the passenger with a Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice. This 

allows the passenger to dispute any inaccuracies, over charging or fraudulent activity by 

having the specific ability to identify Taxi Cab Number, Driver DA, Driver ABN, date, time and 

fare amount. The passenger has the ability to now actively dispute the fare charged. When 

combined with the ability of the Operator to GPS Vehicle Track the disputed journey a 

realistic and quantifiable outcome can be achieved from the dispute. These Criteria 

requirements unique to the Taxi Industry allow the public to clarify the Transparency of the 

EFTPOS Transaction. 

(2) Bailor Benefit 

The Transparency also occurs for the Bailor and Taxi Licence Owner. The Bailor is able to 

ensure that the Bailee is processing the EFTPOS Transactions as appropriate for the fares 

conducted. The Bailor is able to justify the time the taxi cab was available for hire, ensuring 

the Bailee is performing the shift requirements. The Bailor as a party to the EFTPOS 

Transaction can also ensure the correct commission 55% is being generated by the Bailee 

for the shift. This has legal ramifications with regard to ATO reporting and Queensland 

Department of Transport & Main Roads (TMR) auditing. 

(3) Bailee Benefit 

The Bailee can use the Transparency of the Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice to justify an 

acceptable fare. There are many times when a passenger disputes an EFTPOS Transaction 

(passenger is intoxicated and cannot remember the journey, the route taken was 

excessively long, tip was not agreed upon, tariff used was incorrect etc). Likewise for a 

customer dispute First Class Taxis can actually use the data from the Transaction 

Receipt/Tax Invoice and combined with GPS Vehicle Tracking and MT Data Vehicle Trip 

Report can verify an accurate fare charge. This can be used by the Bailee to justify an 

acceptable fare charge thus ensuring an inaccurate claim of over-charging or fraud against 

the Bailee can be proven inaccurate. The Criteria requirements can also protect the Bailee 

from frivolous and baseless claims. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ACCOUNTABILITY 

The public benefit results from the ability of the Operator to maintain an Accountability of 

the overall EFTPOS Transaction, Processing and Payment system. After the Transparency of 

the Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice is issued the EFTPOS Supplier will make available to First 

Class Taxis a Transaction Report. This Transaction Report is used to verify every EFTPOS 

Transaction that has occurred in every taxi cab on every Approved EFTPOS Terminal. These 

Transaction Reports when compared to Bailee EFTPOS “end of shift” reports allows First 

Class Taxis to identify any transaction that has not been processed or conversely a 

transaction that has been processed incorrectly. This provides a public benefit in that if a 

fare has been over-charged it can be accounted for at this stage. The Transparency of the 

Transaction Receipt can now be used to investigate the transaction.  

These Transaction Reports allow First Class Taxis to compare actual EFTPOS Supplier bank 

deposits with Bailee entered EFTPOS “end of shift” reports. The ability to compare 

Transaction Receipts/Tax Invoices, End of Shift Reports, Transaction Reports and bank 

settlement statements will ensure that any fraud or discrepancy can be assessed by a 

reliable reconciliation process thus ensuring Accountability. If there is a discrepancy with 

these amounts they it can be identified and broken down into individual Taxi Cab Numbers 

or Driver Authority (DA) numbers. This auditable process ensures the correct payment of 

fares by the public and the correct dispersement of fares to the Bailee and the Bailor. 

The public also benefit from First Class Taxis complying with ATO TR 96/11. This ensures all 

Bailees submit accurate GST, PAYG. The taxi licence owners submit their GST and income 

tax. First Class Taxis submits GST, PAYG and company tax. These all rely on the 

Accountability of the overall EFTPOS Transaction Process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



QUALITY CONTROL 

The public benefit comes from the ability of First Class Taxis to manually and electronically 

locate the disputed or fraudulent EFTPOS Transaction Receipts/Tax Invoices and justify the 

transaction fare and overall charged amount. This Quality Control comes from having the 

full ability to record and store all EFTPOS Transactions Receipts/Tax Invoices, bank 

statements and the ability to reconcile these when required for fraud and disputed fare 

claims.  

This Quality Control relies upon the Bailee to submit to First Class Taxis all EFTPOS 

Transaction Receipts/Tax Invoices, “End of Shift” reports and the EFTPOS Supplier to provide 

all Transaction Reports.  

Quality Control allows the public to have confidence that the fare amount paid will be 

verified, reconciled and investigated if in doubt. It allows the ATO and TMR a clear paper 

trail that when compared with actual Driver Pay In details, Vehicle GPS Tracking and MT 

Data Vehicle Trip Reports. The Criteria requirements allow for a complete EFTPOS 

Transaction time line to be drawn from journey commencement till final payment. 

This process of Quality Control also allows First Class Taxis, Taxi Licence Owners and the 

Bailee to report correctly to the ATO and TMR for auditing purposes. The integrity of the 

Commission Basis relies upon the Bailee and the EFTPOS Suppliers accepting the Criteria 

requirements.  

The Quality Control process results in reduce fraud, which ultimately reduces the costs 

associated with the EFTPOS Processing, this ultimately reduces the costs charged back to 

the passenger by the EFTPOS Supplier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Non-Criteria EFTPOS Terminal and Services  

If a Bailee has an EFTPOS Terminal that does not comply with the Criteria then the public 

will not be issued with a Transaction Receipt/Tax invoice that offers the unique Taxi Industry 

data of Driver Authority (DA), Driver ABN, Taxi Cab Number. This ultimately results in an 

inability to identify which taxi cab the transaction took place in, also the inability to identify 

the actual Taxi Driver who processed the EFTPOS Transaction. This lack of Transparency 

makes it extremely hard (if not impossible) to identify the applicable person responsible for 

the suspected fraud, over charging or fare discrepancy. 

If the Bailee does not submit to First Class Taxis all the Criteria Transaction Receipt/Tax 

Invoice and “End of Shift” report then the Transparency, Accountability and Quality Control 

is not available for the public benefit.  

By not supply these Criteria, First Class Taxis are not able to have a basis to investigate 

fraudulent behaviour, fare discrepancy or over charging. There is no ability to compare 

transaction time with GPS Tracking and MT Data Vehicle Trip Reports. There is also no 

documentary evident with industry specific data available to First Class Taxis to investigate a 

claim.  

Under the Commission Basis of the Bailment Agreement this transaction has occurred 

without the knowledge of the Bailor. This has implications with the ATO for Bailee/Bailor 

GST, Bailee PAYG, TMR auditing and removes the ability of creating a public benefit from the 

EFTPOS Transaction.  

As the Bailment is a Commission Basis then the Bailor is entitled to the 55% commission on 

all income generated during the Bailees shift. By the Bailee not submitting to First Class 

Taxis all income generated from EFTPOS Transactions the Bailee is conducting theft from the 

Bailor and Taxi Licence Owner. 

The monies from a non-criteria Mobile EFTPOS are currently deposited into the bailees bank 

account. The fraudulent activity of the bailee not submitting the required Criteria EFTPOS 

Transaction Receipts/Tax Invoices means the Bailor is unaware of any income generated by 

the EFTPOS Terminal. 

The best practice arrangement that exist at First Class Taxis during end of shift driver pay in 

results in the Bailees provided with end of shift FULL payment prior to leaving the taxi 

depot. This cash payment in FULL is done prior to the cleared EFTPOS Transaction Funds 

being deposited into First Class Taxis bank account. For this arrangement to remain as best 

practice First Class Taxis requires the Criteria that all EFTPOS Transaction Funds (excluding 

driver commission, rebates and incentives) be deposited into a bank account nominated by 

First Class Taxis. 

 



If this Criteria is not a requirement and the Bailee had all EFTPOS Funds deposited in to their 

individual bank account then at the end of shift First Class Taxis would actually require the 

Bailee to find additional cash (above what was earned in Commission Basis 45%) when the 

mobile EFTPOS Transaction exceeded the 45% Commission Basis. This would result in the 

Bailee having to carry additional cash or find additional cash at the end of the shift to settle 

the pay in commission of the Bailment Agreement. 

 One of the major advantages of EFTPOS Transactions in the taxi industry is the reduction in 

cash having to be held by the Bailee. The fact that the Bailee has less cash on their person 

reduces the incentive for theft and robbery from the public. This has been one major 

advantage in reducing the number of Driver assaults and robberies on the Gold Coast. 

Fraudulent activity can also occur when the Bailee does a job without activating the meter 

(quote job). If the payment for this journey was processed on a non-criteria EFTPOS 

Terminal then the Bailor and Taxi Owner has no ability to process the EFTPOS Transaction 

Funds or to have access to the EFTPOS Transaction Receipt/Tax Invoice for the Public 

Benefits of Transparency, Accountability or Quality Control. This means First Class Taxis as 

the Operator has no ability to investigate or verify fraud, fare disputes or over charging. 

These quote jobs conducted off the meter and with a non-criteria EFTPOS does not provide 

the level of Transparency, Accountability and Quality Control that is expected from the 

public in one of our First Class Taxis taxicab vehicles. 

 

The Public Benefit also occurs by having a Taxi Industry that satisfies the requirements of 

economic viability and social responsibility. A transparent and accountable industry provides 

an investment opportunity for people within the industry to reinvest as well as those 

outside the industry to become new taxi licence owners and investors. This continual 

viability of the taxi industry also promotes investment in the way of taxi 

management/leasing operators like First Class Taxis into taxi driver specific services. Like any 

investment there must be a return for money invested, any reduction in Taxi Licence income 

reduces the incentive to reinvest. Fraudulent activities have a detrimental effect on not only 

the Public but also the taxi operators and investors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

First Class Taxis welcomes TYRO’s acknowledgement that “it is well known that the taxi and 

limousine industry has a high level of fraud in Australia”.  

First Class Taxis fully agrees with Cabfare regarding the “Driver authentication by the use of 

the Driver Authority number during login to achieve the Transparency and Accountability 

in the payment process envisaged by First: The benefits of Driver authentication are: 

(1) It will assure the public that the driver is sufficiently trained and authorised by the 

Dept of Transport and Main Roads to deliver taxi services to the public. 

(2) The Driver Authority Number will be printed on the passenger receipt and will 

facilitate identification of the Driver by both passenger and Government agencies 

in the event of a dispute. 

(3) Given the cardholder can be identified by the Card Issuer and the Driver can be 

identified by the EFTPOS provider the potential for Fraud is reduced and the record 

keeping for all parties simplified.” 

 

 

 

 




































